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Abstract
Introduction. This meta-analytical study of primary research on early literacy explores 
and summarizes patterns of correlation between performance on Rapid Automatized 
Naming (RAN) task and measures of specific reading skills. This is the first large-scale 
meta-analysis intended to verify claims of the double-deficit hypothesis of relative 
independence of naming speed and phonological awareness factors in developmental 
dyslexia and to systematically map specific connection between RAN performance 
and various literacy competencies.
Method. Two-hundred-forty-one primary studies identified through systematic 
searches of related empirical literature yielded 1551 effect sizes of two types –  cross-
sectional (correlations at the same time) and longitudinal (when measures of RAN and 
reading were considerably separated in time), reflecting RAN-to-reading correlations 
for seven independent outcome types.
Results. The overall weighted average effect sizes were: r+ = 314, k = 1254 and r+ = 343, 
k = 297, respectively. Subsequent moderator variable analyses further explored RAN-to-
reading associations dependent on RAN type, particular reading skills, age of learners 
and other factors. Among the strongest and most consistent in both sub-collections 
were correlation between symbolic RAN and reading speed and between non-symbolic 
RAN and reading comprehension, whereas both RAN types were strongly associated 
with decoding skills and reading composite measures.
Discussion. Patterns of RAN-to-reading correlation provided insufficient support for 
the double-deficit hypothesis, but were suggestive of perceiving RAN as a measure 
of “pre-reading” skills, an “equal among equals” correlate of reading performance. The 
study also emphasizes the important role of both automatic and controlled cognitive 
processes for successful RAN task performance in its connection to reading competency.
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Highlights
► A meta-analysis of correlational (cross-sectional and longitudinal) research summarized 
empirical data on degree of association between Rapid Automatized Naming (RAN) 
scores and principal reading outcomes and found low-to-moderate positive average 
effect size, heterogeneous, but fairly compatible across levels of moderator variables.
► Symbolic RAN task performance produced stronger correlations with measures of 
reading speed, decoding skills and reading composites persisted across study designs, 
age groups and population types.
► Non-symbolic RAN, though on average produced weaker connected to reading 
performance, nevertheless showed relatively strong and consistent correlations with 
the measures of reading comprehension.
► Higher consistency of patterns of correlations between RAN and reading in longitudinal 
data may suggest that the task usage for prognosis of future reading performance is 
more reliable than for the purposes of diagnosing current deficiencies.
► The role of controlled cognitive processes (management of attentional resources) 
in underlying RAN performance appears to be somewhat underestimated.
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Introduction
Study Background, Rationale and Objectives
In modern society, literacy is nearly always the very first necessary step towards 
most of further academic and everyday accomplishments, while problems that 
struggling readers face tend to accumulate and eventually may lead to lifelong 
professional barriers and social complications. Psychologists and educators 
increasingly recognize importance of reading as a fundamental competency 
and continue studying it closely in order to determine who may be at risk of 
developing reading problems and why, and to devise effective ways to help.
Research of reading deficiencies focus on developmental dyslexia
So-called developmental dyslexia occupies a special place among various reading 
impairments, primarily because no obvious definite reason is readily available 
to account for problems with reading performance. Consider, for instance, the 
classic consensus documented by M. Critchley [1]: “[Developmental dyslexia is] … 
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a disorder manifested in difficulty in learning to read despite conventional 
instruction, adequate intelligence and socio-cultural opportunity” (cited by [2], 
p. 15). This definition is but one of earlier examples in a vast collection of similar 
approaches to the problem including, those by [3, 4, 5], among many others. 
These definitions not only distinguish developmental dyslexia from other forms 
of learning disabilities, but also emphasize that the phenomenon derives from 
problems in cognitive development and is not associated with any particular 
intellectual setbacks or any form of social or educational deprivation.
Various conceptual and diagnostic models focus on the issue of developmental 
dyslexia. Addressing them in detail is beyond the scope of this paper. Here, it would 
suffice to say that the vast majority of theories and educational practices tend to 
emphasize the fundamental role of phonological awareness in proper development 
of reading skills. Phonological awareness is understood as individual’s ability to 
understand and efficiently handle the relationships that exist between graphemes 
and phonemes as elements of written and spoken language respectively. Long line 
of psychological, linguistic and pedagogical research has repeatedly demonstrated 
that phonological awareness is among the strongest and most reliable predictors 
for successful development of reading skills in children [e. g., 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. The 
existence of a phonological core deficit in developmental dyslexia has been strongly 
supported by research not only on children, but on adult struggling readers, as 
well [e. g., 12]. In addition, pedagogical interventions especially designed to provide 
training in phonological skills appear to be quite successful in improving reading 
outcomes [e. g., 13, 14, 15]. There are also empirical data, from languages other 
than English, that demonstrate similarly strong relationships between phonological 
awareness and reading performance –  for example, in Chinese [16, 17], in Dutch [18], 
and in German [19], though the high grapheme-phoneme consistency of German 
orthography helps children to overcome phonology-based reading deficiencies 
more easily. Bilinguals have shown comparable patterns of results with respect to 
the role of phonological awareness in their reading performance (e. g., [20] –  in 
French / English bilinguals; [21] –  in Herero (Namibian) / English bilinguals; [22] –  in 
Dutch / English bilinguals).
In light of all these findings a discussion in the literature somewhat shifts 
towards addressing a related question of whether the phonological core deficit 
alone provides sufficient explanation for manifestations of developmental 
dyslexia or other factors may play compatibly important role in the same class 
of reading impairments.
Double-deficit hypothesis in reading research
M. Wolf and P. G. Bowers [23], the authors of the so-called double-deficit 
hypothesis, argue against limiting explanations for developmental dyslexia to 
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phonological deficit. Their research emphasizes the role of the second factor – 
naming speed –  as another major contributor to skilled reading that is relatively 
independent from phonological awareness. Naming speed, typically measured 
by the Rapid Automatized Naming (RAN) task, is the ability for speeded naming 
of large sequences of simple stimuli aloud. According to the double-deficit 
hypothesis, the most severe cases of developmental dyslexia occur when both 
phonological awareness and naming speed are impaired at the same time in 
a child’s cognitive profile.
In brief, the key attributes of the double-deficit hypothesis are:
1. Cognitive deficit that is different from the core phonological deficit  – 
a naming speed deficit –  is also responsible for difficulties in reading development.
2. It is relatively independence from the phonological awareness deficit (implying 
to an extent some substantial differences between the two in their underlying 
cognitive mechanisms).
3. When both deficits are combined in the same person, their cumulative 
negative effect on reading outcomes is especially severe.
This section provides just a few examples of the research evidence on the 
last point  –  the increasingly negative impact on reading resulting from the 
double-deficit. M. W. Lovett, K. A. Steinbach, and J. C. Frijters [24] documented 
the most troubling cases of developmental dyslexia in those of their participants 
who were classified as having both deficits. According to [25], clearly noticeable 
difficulties on a wide range of reading tasks were observed in a subgroup of second 
graders diagnosed with the double-deficit, but not in groups with only a single 
deficit. In a study of 251 Spanish-speaking young learners of English, F. R. Manis, 
K. A. Lindsey, and C. E. Bailey [26] demonstrated that both factors (phonological 
awareness and naming speed) underlying reading disabilities in monolingual 
children may be equally important for understanding difficulties in learning to 
read in a second language. Among other studies reporting findings generally 
in support of the double-deficit hypothesis could be named also [27, 28, 29, 30, 
31, 32] and a number of others (please, see [33] for a review). The importance 
of phonological awareness and naming was also demonstrated in studies 
designed to evaluate the effectiveness of different instructional interventions in 
reading. For example, E. A. Harn [34] reported that kindergarten students with 
the double-deficit were less responsive to any of three seven-month programs 
of special instructions in reading. Also, among the three, the most systematic 
program (the one that systematically addressed skills in each impaired domain) 
was also the most successful.
There have been other reports regarding the joint effect of both deficits in 
people with severely impaired reading. J. Nopola-Hemmi et al. [35] analyzed the 
neurological data of 24 dyslexics from a three-generation Finnish family. They 
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established that in all of them the phonological awareness deficit was accompanied 
by a naming speed deficit, as well as by problems with short-term verbal memory. 
Cluster analysis of several subtypes of developmental dyslexia, undertaken by 
J. M. Fletcher et al. [36], revealed that in four out of five such subtypes phonological 
awareness was the major common factor coinciding with either slower naming 
speed or somewhat impaired verbal short-term memory. In another piece of 
research, R. D. Tiu, S. J. Wadsworth, R. K. Olson, and J. C. DeFries [37] investigated 
genetic and environmental factors in reading disabilities on a large sample of 
twins drawn from the Colorado Learning Disabilities Research Center database. 
They concluded that both phonological awareness and naming speed contributed 
to impairment in reading and both should therefore be included into any 
comprehensive model of developmental dyslexia.
In brief, the major idea here is that two deficits, even if each single one of 
them does not cause serious problems with reading per se, can together create 
a severe overload of the reading-related cognition system, which is difficult to 
compensate for.
It is, probably, worth mentioning that some researchers are rather cautious 
in fully accepting this explanation. For example, C. Schatschneider, C. D. Carlson, 
D. J. Francis, B. R. Foorman, and J. M. Fletcher [38] argued that severity of reading 
problems in the double-deficit subgroup of participants could be actually explained 
in terms of a statistical artifact. Results of their study, indeed, demonstrated that 
when measures of phonological awareness and naming speed are positively 
correlated (which is often the case –  even if this correlation is not significant), 
participants categorized into a double-deficit subgroup inevitably represent 
worse performers on either measure and subsequently, showing poorer reading 
outcomes.
As impressive as it is, the evidence in favor of the double-deficit hypothesis is not 
absolutely indisputable. For example, P. T. Ackerman, C. A. Holloway, P. L. Youngdahl 
and R. A. Dykman [39] did not find any markedly impaired reading performance 
in their sample of dyslexics with a double-deficit profile compared to subgroups 
with a single deficit. Moreover, all poor readers, in addition to having compromised 
phonological awareness and naming speed skill, also demonstrated problems 
with orthographic tasks, attention, arithmetic, and nearly all WISC–III (Wechsler 
Intelligence Scale for Children, the Third Edition –  e. g., [40]) subtasks leading 
the authors to propose a “multiple causality theory” of developmental dyslexia.
In summary, possible reservations aside, phonological awareness deficits 
and the naming speed deficits are broadly recognized to be among the major 
cognitive factors underlying developmental dyslexia as their respective measures 
are shown to be quite strong correlates of reading achievements, especially in 
younger readers. In the subsequent section we consider more closely the lesser 
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established factor –  the naming speed –  how it is operationalized and measured 
in applied research, and what findings have been obtained with regard to its 
connection to reading performance.
Rapid Automatized Naming (RAN) task and reading
Like phonological awareness, naming speed also has rather a long and rich 
research history. Originally proposed by N. Geschwind [41, 42] and then tested by 
M. B. Denckla [43], the idea was that cognitive factors (their speed and efficiency 
that is) involved in attaching a verbal label to an abstract visual category (e. g., 
basic colors) might well predict future reading performance. This idea eventually 
resulted in the design of the Rapid Automatized Naming (RAN) task [44]. That 
test has now become the prototype for many subsequent versions broadly used 
as naming speed assessment tools in research fields of cognitive development, 
education and educational psychology and has even been included in some 
standard screening procedures for early diagnoses of reading disorders [e. g., 45, 
46, 47].
The typical RAN task is composed of four sub-tasks in which participants 
are required to name aloud as quickly as possible a large sequence of either 
symbolic (letters, numbers) or non-symbolic (colors, pictures of common objects) 
stimuli presented in a 5 x 10 (five rows of ten characters per each) display, either 
on A4 white paper sheet or on a computer screen. Since the initial introduction 
of the RAN task, a multitude of studies have demonstrated a strong connection 
between participants’ performance on different types, versions, and subtasks 
of RAN and their reading abilities. In brief, the faster RAN task performance, the 
more favorable prognosis for competent reading development. Here is a brief 
overview of this line of research.
During the past three decades, the connection between RAN task performance 
and reading has been empirically studied cross-sectionally, longitudinally, and 
in across-language studies. Cross-sectional studies have addressed the question 
how well RAN task performance distinguishes developmental dyslexia from 
other learning disabilities that are not reading-specific. Longitudinal studies 
have used RAN task performance in earlier stages of cognitive development as 
a predictor of reading outcomes later on in different age groups. Finally, across-
language studies have looked at the relationships between measures of RAN 
task performance and reading fluency in different languages.
Some of the most relevant and illustrative cross-sectional and longitudinal 
studies involving RAN show that dyslexics, and poor readers in general, perform 
much worse on practically all RAN and RAN-like subtasks than do age-matched 
average readers and, importantly, people with other than reading-specific 
learning disabilities [e. g., 18, 44, 48, 49, 50, 51]. They also show that naming 
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speed, as measured by different versions of the RAN task is strongly associated 
with different aspects of reading skills across age groups and can be useful in 
predicting success of instructional intervention in reading [e. g., 30, 52, 53, 54, 
55, 56, 57, 58, 59].
In particular, P. T. Ackerman and R. A. Dykman [60], while testing a sample 
of 7–12 year-olds, found that RAN task performance distinguished dyslexics 
from both slower learners and those diagnosed with Attention Deficit Disorder. 
According to [43], dyslexic children are more than one standard deviation below 
kindergarten norm on naming colors. Similarly, N. A. Badian [61, 62] showed that 
RAN performance on all subtests –  colors, objects, digits and letters –  correlates 
with later reading achievements. In addition, it is worth noting again that, 
according to the double-deficit hypothesis [23], naming speed contributes 
to reading not only significantly, but also independently from phonological 
awareness. Several studies have examined the RAN task’s predictive power 
when the factor of phonological awareness was first statistically accounted for. 
A. Cornwall [63] reported RAN’s unique share in variance of reading among other 
factors such as phonological awareness and verbal memory. In [51], RAN task 
performance was one of best individual predictors of reading abilities, clearly 
differentiating impaired from normal readers. According to [64], digit-naming 
speed contributed a unique portion of variance in reading speed scores. The 
list of relevant examples goes on, though not all of the research unequivocally 
demonstrates that RAN task performance is uniquely linked to the development 
and manifestation of reading skills.
One interesting source of variation in the relationship between RAN task 
performance and reading skill is the language in which the tests are given. The more 
transparent the language grapheme-phoneme structure is (i. e., the more word 
pronunciation directly matches spelling), the more closely RAN task performance 
is associated with reading (better predicts it). This kind of regularity has been 
observed and documented in Dutch [e. g., 18, 65, 66, 67], though [68] reported no 
particular difference between English and Dutch in the relative predictive power of 
phonological awareness and naming speed measures; in Finnish [e. g., 69, 70, 71]; 
in German [e. g., 19, 59, 72, 73, 74, 75], though [76] acknowledged the leading role 
of phonological awareness deficits in comparison with the naming speed deficits 
in reading impairments in German; in Spanish [e. g., 77, 78], though [26] suggested 
that in bilinguals, some cognitive factors, like phonological awareness, function 
across languages, whereas other, like naming speed appear to be stronger reading 
correlates within a given individual language; and in Russian [e. g., 79] where it 
was shown that while phonological awareness remained the strongest predictor 
of basic reading skills in English, naming speed played that role for Russian in 
Russian-English bilinguals in first and second graders.
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As it is emphasized in [80], greater orthographic regularity in more transparent 
languages reduces the demand for phonological analysis. Almost echoing this 
remark, K. Landerl [19] suggested that although a phonological awareness deficit 
still could be the core deficit in German poor readers, the high consistency of 
German orthography might just make it easier for learners to overcome the problem. 
To complete the picture, there is also the notion that phonological skills, especially 
in the more transparent languages, could be a function of literacy exposure and 
experience in reading [81]. Under such circumstances, naming speed, as measured 
by RAN task performance, overtakes phonological awareness as a leading predictor 
of reading outcomes. This observation may also be important as an argument in 
favor of relatively independent nature of naming speed within the whole set of 
cognitive factors that contribute to successful reading acquisition.
In fairness, some researchers exercised caution when interpreting RAN-
related findings. As noted earlier, high severity of dyslexia symptoms in people 
with a double-deficit could be attributed to a statistical artefact [38] that 
masks individual contribution of each factor to the overall reading impairment. 
In addition, the central assumption of the double-deficit hypothesis, that naming 
speed is independent from the cognitive processes responsible for phonological 
awareness, has been periodically questioned in the literature. In several studies 
phonological awareness and naming speed came out to be correlated significantly 
above chance or showed other signs of interdependence [e. g., 31, 82, 83, 84, 85].
Finally, not all longitudinal and special population studies have yielded 
equally conclusive evidence regarding the predictive power of the RAN task. 
For example, A. G. Bishop [86] found a model that combined measures of letter 
identification, phonological awareness, and naming speed to be the best of five 
tested predictive models of early reading development, whereas [87] reported 
no direct relationship between RAN task performance and a level of reading 
achievements. J. Holland, D. McIntosh, and L. Huffman [88] emphasized the role 
of orthographic processing rather than either phonology or naming speed in 
their participants’ decoding skills. See also [89, 90, 91] for some other predictive 
or path-analyses models involving RAN. Yet other studies appeared to have 
some design problems that prevented separating reading difficulties from other 
co-occurring developmental problems, making it complicated to draw any firm 
interpretations of findings (see [92], for review).
Notwithstanding these controversies, research to date has rather convincingly 
demonstrated naming speed, as measured by performance on the RAN task, to 
be one of two major factors underlying development of reading. The overall 
impression from reviews of relevant research is that the empirical evidence 
predominantly supports the existence (well beyond chance) of association between 
RAN task performance and the measures of reading skills. The strength of this 
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association, however, varies substantially across studies. Here are a few examples 
from studies mentioned in this section. Individual coefficients of correlation range 
from about virtually negligible (P. G. Bowers and L. B. Swanson [93]: r = 0.02  – 
between digit naming and a measure of decoding skills or A. S. Chandarina [79]: 
r = 0.03 –  between letter naming and vocabulary knowledge) to extraordinary 
high (G. K. Deutsch et al. [94]: r = 0.87 or V. W. Berninger, C. Yates and K. Lester [95]: 
r = 0.71  –  both between letter naming and measures of single word reading 
efficiency). In other words, the degree of the RAN-to-reading correlation is highly 
heterogeneous and presumably depends on many factors including, among 
others, particular measures of either naming speed or reading skills, participants’ 
age, language and degree of proficiency/impairment in reading.
Some, even preliminary/basic, closure is definitely in order in our understanding 
of the structure and the moderating effects of major demographic study features 
on the degree of association among different types of RAN-task and various 
measures of reading competency. As such, two major research questions for the 
present study could be stated as follows:
1. What is the point estimate of the degree of association between the RAN 
task and reading?
2. What factors affect the strength of this association and to what extent?
These questions are addressed here by means of a large-scale meta-analysis 
of available correlational data.
Present Study
The method of meta-analysis, employed by the present study, shows whether 
a general effect (the above chance correlation between variables in question –  in 
this case between measures of Ran-task performance and reading skills) exists 
consistently across numerous relevant studies and what its overall magnitude is. 
Moreover, it allows for exploring sources of variability in the effect sizes through 
analyses of methodological, substantive, and demographic study features as they 
mediate/moderate the strength of association between RAN and reading. Given 
a great deal of controversy surrounding research findings concerning the RAN 
task [e. g., 92], a meta-analysis also appears to be the most potent tool to use 
in an attempt to reconcile such data.
What is known and still unclear from the earlier meta-analyses?
Previously, a couple of meta-analyses investigated various correlates of 
reading and reported significant low-to-moderate correlations between RAN and 
different aspects of reading [96, 97]. In some cases, the RAN task even seemed 
to slightly overshadow indices of phonological awareness. Interpreting these 
findings, D. D. Hammill [96] made two interesting points.
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First, it was noticed that the variables most highly correlated with reading 
could be classified in so-called “print clusters” (e. g., alphabet knowledge, single 
phoneme-letter recognition, print awareness), as they are related to the English 
writing system and typically acquired through formal education. The “non-print 
clusters” (including RAN and phonological awareness, alongside with memory, 
spoken language, perceptual and motor skills) combines more general cognitive 
abilities that are less strongly correlated with reading. Second, from an applied 
perspective, the author concluded that, despite their significant correlation with 
reading, variables in the non-print cluster might be overemphasized in the research 
literature. Thus, the regular educational practice should refocus attention from 
these skills onto more trainable abilities in written language which are closer 
connected to reading and involve processing of printed text. The last suggestion, 
as practical as it may seem, neither helps much in understanding the cognitive 
nature of the RAN-to-reading association nor addresses the needs of those (3–5 %) 
children who are less responsive to formal reading instruction, presumably because 
of some deeper (rooted in cognitive development) shortcomings.
However, there are issues that remain largely unaddressed. For example, 
none of the meta-analyses above treated the language on which participants 
performed either RAN or reading tasks as a substantive study feature, leaving no 
opportunity to verify M. Wolf et al. [33] claim that in more transparent (in terms 
of grapheme-to-phoneme correspondence) the RAN task outperforms measures 
of phonological awareness as a predictor of reading outcomes. There are other 
factors that definitely deserve special attention, including type of the RAN (i. e., 
symbolic vs. non-symbolic) and reading (i. e., specific skills and competencies – 
speed, vocabulary, comprehension, etc.) tasks, as well as participants’ age, reading 
abilities, other substantive and demographic variables.
Research objectives
Though the previous meta-analyses provide some answers about the overall 
magnitude of RAN task performance correlations with reading, they have serious 
limitations. For one, they lack specificity in defining the RAN measure itself; RAN 
appears there as a single construct, as if there were no differences between 
symbolic and non-symbolic RAN subtasks. Another limitation is the choice of 
moderator variables. Some study features, omitted in these meta-analyses, 
could shed light on the cognitive nature of RAN-to-reading association, not to 
mention advance our knowledge about conditions under which the strength of 
this association manifests itself more saliently.
Among study features to consider are those related to the following issues 
repeatedly emerging in the empirical research. What is the difference between 
symbolic and non-symbolic RAN subtasks in their association with different aspects 
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of reading? [e. g., 61, 67, 80, 98]. What is the optimal timeframe for administering 
the RAN task? [e. g., 99]. How does the strength of association between RAN and 
reading change with participants’ age and reading abilities? [e. g., 80, 100]. Does 
the transparency of the grapheme-phoneme language structure influence the degree 
of RAN-to-reading association? [e. g., 33, 59]. These questions restated into some 
sort of working hypotheses in favor of: (1) symbolic (i. e., letters and digits) 
RAN subtasks; (2) younger and less skilled in reading participants: and (3) more 
transparent with respect to grapheme-phoneme correspondence languages (e. g., 
Spanish, Russian) guided the current review of two large categories of primary 
research  –  studies of cross-sectional or concurrent design (i. e., where RAN 
performance and reading competencies are assessed within the same time 
frame) and studies of “longitudinal” or split-time design (i. e., where measures 
of RAN performance taken at one point in time are expected to predict reading 
performance later on). These correlational data (respective measures of strength 
of association between RAN and reading) are meta-analyzed, examined for 
moderator variables and discussed here.
Method
Methodology of meta-analysis
Meta-analysis is a systematic synthesis of quantitative results from the entire 
collection of primary empirical studies that address the same research question 
or a set of closely related questions, usually of some applied value [e. g., 101, 102]. 
Meta-analyses quantify results by extracting from individual studies a standardized 
metric, called effect size. Individual effect sizes (necessarily independent both 
with respect to the samples they are derived from and the outcome type they 
represent) then are aggregated into a single point estimate to reflect either 
the impact of the treatment (i. e., standardized mean difference between an 
experimental and a control conditions in “intervention” experimental studies) 
or the strength of association between variables in question (i. e., correlation 
coefficients in correlational studies). The latter type of meta-analysis is employed 
by this project. It systematically follows the set of interrelated procedures that are 
briefly outlined below (for more detailed guidelines on implementing a typical 
meta-analytical research, please, see [102, 103, 104, 105].
Search strategy
The search strategy targeted studies containing in abstracts or descriptive 
field of the corresponding databases any of the following key terms: “RAN”, “rapid 
naming”, “automatized naming”, “serial naming”, “naming speed” in conjunction 
with any of the reading-related terms: “literacy”, “read*”, “dyslex*”. The timeframe 
for searches was set from 1976 with no upper limit.
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Four electronic databases were consulted because of their expected highest 
relevance to the research questions: PSYCInfo, PubMed, ERIC, and ProQuest 
Dissertations and Theses. These searches originally resulted in 1503 hits. Removing 
duplicates reduced this number to 714. Also, the bibliographies of reviews, previous 
meta-analyses, and major empirical studies in the field were scanned resulting in 
an addition of 21 research articles. At the final stage of the project all searches 
were updated yielding another 105 sources. Thus, 840 studies in total emerged 
on the stage of literature searches. They represented both types of studies in the 
focus of interest for the current project –  what we will call cross-sectional (same 
time correlations between RAN and reading) and longitudinal (RAN measures 
taken at one point in time correlated with later reading performance).
Inclusion criteria and the review procedure
Each study identified through literature searches was first reviewed at the 
abstract level by two coders working independently, who then met to discuss and 
resolve disagreements and to document the inter-rater reliability rate. Full-text 
document retrieval was warranted if the study abstract met the following criteria:
 − Contains any of the “naming speed” measures using any version (original or 
modified) of the RAN tasks.
 − Reports any measure of participants’ reading performance.
 − Belongs to a broad category of primary empirical research employing cross-
sectional or longitudinal design and reports correlational data relating RAN 
and reading performance.
The procedure for the review of full-text documents followed the very same 
approach.
Inter-rater agreement rate at both stages of the review was calculated as 
a percentage of studies, with respect to which both coders agreed whether to 
reject the study or to continue analyzes and expressed as Cohen’s kappa. The 
extent of uniformity between coders on the subsequent stages of effect size 
extraction and study features coding was also assessed and documented.
Effect size extraction
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients between the measures of 
RAN and reading performance, weighted by the corresponding sample sizes, as 
outlined in [106] were analyzed using Comprehensive Meta-Analyses 2.0 software 
package [107]. This produced an average point estimate (random effects model) 
separately for cross-sectional and longitudinal studies, and these estimates were 
further investigated in subsequent moderator variable analyses (mixed model) 
based on the coded study features. The total Q-statistic (fixed effect model) was 
used to test for homogeneity of the effect size distributions [108].
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Study features coding
In order to explore variability in effect sizes, study features (i. e., study design 
and demographic characteristics of hypothesized importance for explaining the 
corresponding outcomes) were coded and assessed in a series of moderator 
analyses. These analyses were of the utmost interest for the project as they 
addressed the question about factors consistently affecting the degree of 
association between RAN and reading. The following study features were coded 
as follows and analyzed.
 − Type of the RAN task: symbolic (e. g., letters and digits) and non-symbolic (e. g., 
objects and colors).
 − Type of the reading performance measure: decoding skills, word reading, 
reading rate, reading comprehension, vocabulary knowledge, spelling, and 
orthographic skills (for more detailed references to the respective assessment 
tools, please, see [109].
 − A resulting combination of a particular RAN subtask with an individual 
measure of reading.
 − Participants’ age, reading and learning abilities, and dominant language.
 − The amount of time that passed between the administration of the RAN 
task and the reading assessment (only applied to the longitudinal studies).
 − The moderator variable analyses, in addition to estimating magnitude of 
the effects in different categories of study features, focused on searching 
for most coherent (homogeneous) datasets as being more reflective of the 
corresponding regularities in the respective populations.
Results
Literature searches revealed 840 individual documents potentially suitable 
for further examination. Judging from the review of abstracts, 370 studies were 
marked for retrieval, of which 241 studies were retained after the full-text review 
for all subsequent analyses. The list of all studies included in this meta-analysis 
is available from the authors by request. Inter-rater agreement rates at different 
stages of the review were:
 − Abstract review –  92.65 % (Cohen’s κ= 0.85).
 − Full-text review –  93.33 % (Cohen’s κ = 0.87).
 − Agreement rate on the number and selection of the effect sizes  –  93.18 % 
(Cohen’s κ = 0.86).
 − Agreement rate on study features coding –  89.09 % (κ = 0.78).
The 241 studies produced in total 1254 independent effect sizes in the 
category of studies that used cross-sectional design, and 297 independent effect 
sizes in the category of longitudinal studies. Summary statistics for each of the 
sub-collections are presented in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively.
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K r+ CI: Lower 95th CI: Upper 95th
Random Effects 
Model
1254 0.314** 0.31 0.32
Fixed Effect Model 1254 0.321** 0.32 0.33
Heterogeneity 
Analysis
QTotal = 2879.57 (df = 1253), p < 0.001, I2 = 56.49
** p < 0.01





K r+ CI: Lower 95th CI: Upper 95th
Random Effects 
Model
297 0.343** 0.33 0.36
Fixed Effect Model 297 0.350** 0.34 0.45
Heterogeneity 
Analysis
QTotal = 418.43 (df = 296), p = 0.003, I2 = 29.26
** p < 0.01
According to the random effects analytical model, the average effect 
size (strength of association expressed as correlation coefficients) in cross-sec-
tional investigations was r+ = 0.314, statistically significant (p < 0.01) and highly 
heterogeneous (p < 0.001). The average effect size based on longitudinal data 
was r+ = 0.343, also statistically significant (p < 0.01) and moderately but signifi-
cantly heterogeneous (p = 0.003). Both effects could be classified as indicating 
a low-to-moderate degree of association between naming speed and various 
measures of reading performance, while significant heterogeneity (assessed 
within the fixed effect model) of both distributions of effect sizes warranted 
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further exploration of findings by means of moderator variable analyses to 
detect systematic variations due to specific study characteristics (categorized 
and coded as it was described earlier in the method section). Major findings of 
these analyses are presented below in Table 3 and Table 4 –  for cross-sectional 
and longitudinal data, respectively. While some levels of age and reading abilities 
described for cross-sectional studies were not found in the reviewed empirical 
literature for longitudinal studies, one additional variable  –  the time delay be-
tween administering measures of RAN and reading performance –  was added 
and analysed there.






QB (df, p) 
Conclusion a
RAN Type:
Symbolic RAN 682 0.346 0.33 0.36
Non-Symbolic RAN 373 0.259 0.25 0.27
Modified RAN 129 0.274 0.24 0.31
Mixed-Stimuli RAN 70 0.330 0.29 0.37
Q-Between
105.57  
(3, < 0.001), SD
Measures of Reading Performance:
Reading Composites 26 0.347 0.28 0.41
Decoding Skills 242 0.333 0.32 0.35
Orthography 56 0.260 0.22 0.30
Reading 
Comprehension
198 0.300 0.28 0.32
Reading Rate 155 0.369 0.35 0.40
Spelling 87 0.283 0.25 0.31
Vocabulary 
Knowledge
122 0.172 0.14 0.20
Word Reading 368 0.350 0.34 0.36
Q-Between
179.66  
(7, < 0.01), SD
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QB (df, p) 
Conclusion a
Participants’ Age Group:
Kindergarten 109 0.287 0.26 0.31
Elementary School 645 0.324 0.31 0.34
Middle School 104 0.268 0.24 0.30
High School 
(Teenagers)
7 0.424 0.36 0.38
Adults 201 0.277 0.25 0.30
Mixture of Several Age 
Groups







327 0.325 0.31 0.34
Learning Disabilities 48 0.216 0.15 0.28
Mixed-Ability Readers 188 0.342 0.32 0.36
Average Readers 
(General Population)




Note: a Between-level statistically significant differences (SD) and statistically non-significant differences 
(NSD), numbers in parentheses reflect df and p-values.
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QB (df, p) 
Conclusion a
RAN Type:
Symbolic RAN 170 0.368 0.35 0.39
Non-Symbolic RAN 119 0.306 0.28 0.32
Modified RAN 3 0.487 0.44 0.53
Mixed-Stimuli RAN 5 0.409 0.32 0.49
Q-Between  
59.86  
(3, < 0.001), SD
Measures of Reading Performance:
Reading Composites 14 0.367 0.25 0.47
Decoding Skills 50 0.333 0.29 0.37
Orthography 6 0.281 0.18 0.38
Reading 
Comprehension
61 0.321 0.29 0.35
Reading Rate 48 0.358 0.32 0.39
Spelling 29 0.334 0.30 0.37
Vocabulary 
Knowledge
10 0.145 0.05 0.23




Participants’ Age Group (at the time of RAN administration):
Kindergarten 116 0.339 0.32 0.36
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60 0.318 0.28 0.36
Mixed-Ability Readers 24 0.352 0.31 0.39
Average Readers 
(General Population)




Time Delay (between administering measures of RAN and Reading):
Within a Year 111 0.360 0.34 0.38




Note: a Between-level statistically significant differences (SD) and statistically non-significant differences (NSD), 
numbers in parentheses reflect df and p-values.
For each of significant moderator variables, post hoc pair-wise comparisons 
among their levels (using Bonferroni correction) were implemented to identify 
the major sources of difference among effect sizes. It is worth mentioning here 
that we considered the number of cases fewer than 10 to be insufficient for any 
meaningful interpretation of the corresponding levels of moderator variables 
under review. In brief summary, here are the major findings of these analyses.
Effects sizes for symbolic RAN were significantly higher than for non-sym-
bolic RAN in both cross-sectional and longitudinal categories (r+ = 0.35 vs. 
r+ = 0.26 and r+ = 0.37 vs. r+ = 0.31, respectively). For all measures of RAN 
performance within the cross-sectional collection, its association with reading 
rate (r+ = 0.37) was the strongest, significantly higher than with reading com-
prehension (r+ = 0.30), spel ling (r+ = 0.28), orthographic skills (r+ = 0.27), and 
vocabulary knowledge (r+ = 0.17). The latter was the weakest correlate of RAN 
performance (significantly lower than any other measure). RAN correlations with 
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word reading, decoding skills, and reading composite measures did not differ 
significantly either from one another or from reading rate (Table 3). Setting 
aside seven cases of high-school students and the mixed-age category, the only 
marginally significant difference by learners’ age (academic level) was observed 
between elementary and secondary (middle-school) students in favour of the 
former (r+ = 0.32 vs. r+ = 0.27). In the category of population type / reading 
ability, samples of students with learning disabilities on average produced sig-
nificantly weaker correlations between RAN and reading (r+ = 0.22) than other 
sub-categories (including samples of students diagnosed with developmental 
dyslexia  –  r+ = 0.32) that were virtually indistinguishable from one another. 
No statistically significant differences among RAN-to-reading correlations among 
coded levels of the language category were detected.
Longitudinal dataset was much smaller in size, subsequently featuring lesser 
number of levels per category and number of cases per level (and likely lacking 
sufficient statistical power), produced fewer number of significant findings. 
Similarly to cross-sectional collection, the weakest correlation between RAN 
performance and measures of vocabulary knowledge (r+ = 0.14) was significantly 
different from all other RAN-to-reading correlations, among which the strongest 
ones –  for word reading (r+ = 0.38), reading composite (r+ = 0.37), and reading 
rate (r+ = 0.36) differed neither among themselves nor from decoding skills, 
spelling, and reading comprehension (Table 4). Marginally significant difference 
between correlations of measures of RAN and reading administered within 
a year (r+ = 0.36) and after a longer time period (r+ = 0.33), may be indicative of 
the tendency that with time predictive capacity of RAN task diminishes as reading 
skills themselves progress and other (contextual and educational factors) gain 
in their influence on literacy development.
Of utmost importance for the current project were relationships between 
various types of RAN task and specific reading skills that would be not only 
statistically significant, but also sufficiently coherent, as judged by homogen-
eity of within-group distributions of effect sizes at each level of this moderator 
variable (e. g., Symbolic RAN x Reading Rate, Non-Symbolic RAN x Reading 
Comprehension and so on). Both cross-sectional and longitudinal datasets were 
explored further to assess and describe these associations.
Moderator variable analyses of cross-sectional data produced very few highly 
significant and homogeneous (or approaching homogeneity) sets of effects across 
the RAN-by-reading category. Among the most coherent subsets were associations 
between: (1) symbolic RAN and measures of reading speed (r+ = 0.42, k = 72; 
QWithin = 71.47, p = 0.46); (2) symbolic RAN and reading composites (r
+ = 0.50, k = 9; 
QWithin = 5.37, p = 0.72); (3) either type of RAN task and decoding skills (r
+ = 0.37, 
k = 151; QWithin = 181.0, p = 0.04 and r
+ = 0.28, k = 71; QWithin = 96.58, p = 0.02 –  for 
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symbolic and non-symbolic RAN tasks, respectively); and (4) non-symbolic RAN 
and measures of reading comprehension (r+ = 0.30, k = 37; QWithin = 38.33, p = 0.36). 
It may also be important to recognise that all effects for symbolic RAN were higher 
than the corresponding effects for non-symbolic RAN with the highest effects 
for reading speed (r+ = 0.42), individual word reading (r+ = 0.40), and decoding 
skills (r+ = 0.37) –  whereas the corresponding effects for non-symbolic RAN were: 
r+ = 0.30, r+ = 0.26, and r+ = 0.28, respectively. Among other moderator variables 
the highest consistency (though not reaching the level of statistical significance) 
of RAN-to-reading degree of association was shown for kindergarteners (r+ = 0.28, 
k = 109; QWithin = 136.82, p = 0.03).
Within the longitudinal data collection, effects tended to be more cohe-
rent (possibly due to the reduced variability typically associated with a smaller 
number of cases per level per category, but still reflective of some true con-
sistency of RAN-to-reading associations). Significantly homogeneous effect 
sizes were observed for: (1) the overall non-symbolic RAN (r+ = 0.31, k = 119; 
QWithin = 31.95, p = 0.64); (2) for measures of reading speed (r
+ = 0.36, k = 48; 
QWithin = 44.32, p = 0.58), reading comprehension (r
+ = 0.32, k = 61; QWithin = 52.32, 
p = 0.75), and spelling (r+ = 0.33, k = 29; QWithin = 27.83, p = 0.47); (3) in partici-
pants with reading impairments classified as different degrees of developmental 
dyslexia (r+ = 0.32, k = 60; QWithin = 39.22, p = 0.98); and (4) when the time lag 
between administering RAN and reading measures exceeded a year (r+ = 0.33, 
k = 186; QWithin = 181.59, p = 0.56). In combinations with different aspects 
of reading performance, effects for symbolic RAN, once again, were higher 
than for non-symbolic RAN, with the same top three: word reading (r+ = 0.43, 
k = 47), reading speed (r+ = 0.43, k = 32), and decoding skills (r+ = 0.40, k = 29). 
However, for longitudinal data that difference was less dramatic (r+ = 0.32, k = 40; 
r+ = 0.29, k = 16; and r+ = 0.27, k = 19  –  for the aforementioned categories 
of reading measures respectively). All of them were significantly homogen-
eous (i. e., consistent across studies) with the corresponding QWithin values not 
exceeding 50.53 (symbolic RAN correlation with measures of word reading, 
p = 0.30). The strongest non-symbolic RAN association was observed with the 
various measures of reading comprehension (r+ = 0.33, k = 21), which was also 
significantly homogeneous (QWithin = 14.55, p = 0.80).
Finally, it makes sense to add that correlation coefficients between RAN task 
performance and composite measures of reading (i. e., accounting for more 
than one specific aspect of reading skills within the same assessment index or 
in other words representing the reading competency as a whole phenomenon) 
were among highest in magnitude, though not necessarily achieving the level 
of homogeneity. It was true for both cross-sectional and longitudinal categories 
of studies: r+ = 0.38, k = 26 and r+ = 0.37, k = 14, respectively.
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Discussion
The patterns of effect sizes (i. e., coefficients of correlation between various 
RAN tasks and measures of reading skills) in the cross-sectional and longitudinal 
studies were similar, with slightly higher average point estimate for the latter. 
Whereas a direct statistical relationship between the two is not possible (as these 
effects were derived from different samples), this difference does not appear 
to be substantial enough to speculate that RAN task performance is better 
used for predicting progress in reading outcomes, especially since, within the 
longitudinal collection itself, there was no significant difference between the 
RAN-to-reading correlations for the same year assessments and assessments 
separated by longer time periods.
Both overall r+ were heterogeneous, which prevents drawing any definitive 
conclusions about the degree of strength of the RAN-to-reading association in 
general population, though it is obvious that this association is overwhelmingly 
positive and quite compatible across various levels of the major moderator 
variables. In our review, average coefficients of correlations for cross-sectional data 
varied from 0.14 (between measures of symbolic RAN and vocabulary knowledge) 
to 0.50 (between measures of symbolic RAN and a few cases of reported reading 
composites). Two similar correlations defined the range of average effect sizes 
in the longitudinal collection: 0.09 (between measures of symbolic RAN and 
vocabulary knowledge) and 0.45 (between measures of non-symbolic RAN and 
just four cases of reading composites). These are not particularly wide ranges 
and, if set vocabulary knowledge aside from other reading skills (as  it is more 
dependent on exposure to proper educational interventions and communicatively 
rich environments and is much less associated with speed-sensitive cognitive 
processing), the absolute majority of RAN-to-reading correlations in both collection 
cluster closely around their respective means.
Moderator variable analyses produced some interesting homogeneous (thus, 
more reliably interpretable) results. Cross-sectionally, symbolic RAN subtasks tended 
to be more strongly correlated with reading rate, reading comprehension, and 
decoding skills, whereas non-symbolic RAN subtasks showed consistent, though 
somewhat lower, correlations with reading comprehension and decoding skills. 
Reading rate, decoding, and to some extent, comprehension either require 
expertise with printed text (which relates this pattern of results to findings of 
a meta-analysis [96]) or depend on processing speed, or both, and as such, could 
be linked to practice-based cognitive mechanisms of reading. Also, decoding 
and comprehension largely depend on applying rules and building associations. 
In this respect, their consistent correlations with non-symbolic RAN subtasks is 
suggestive of the involvement of attention-based mechanisms earlier hypothesized 
and tested in [110] and [109]. Actually, the latter research demonstrated high 
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sensitivity of both types of RAN to manipulations with the levels of demand for 
attentional control, leading the author to wonder what “A” in RAN should stand for.
The patterns of longitudinal results basically mirrored that of cross-sectional 
data. Two measures in particular –  reading rate and reading comprehension –  were 
consistently (i. e., heterogeneity scores within the respective sub-collections of 
data were relatively low) correlated with overall RAN performance. Once again, 
associations were stronger between symbolic RAN and reading rate and between 
non-symbolic RAN and reading comprehension, but not vice versa. Interestingly 
enough, longitudinal effects across practically all individual moderators tended to 
be more homogeneous in comparison with cross-sectional data, possibly indicating 
that the RAN task, as a correlate of reading abilities, is more consistent when it is 
used for prognosis of future reading performance rather then as a diagnostic tool 
for current deficiencies. Also, note that RAN-to-reading correlations in a subgroup 
of participants diagnosed with reading impairments, though fairly consistent, 
were not among the strongest in either collection.
Observed patterns of correlation neither support directly nor seriously 
contradict the double deficit hypothesis [23]. Strong association of measures 
of decoding skill (that have phonological processing in its core) with RAN 
performance puts in question hypothesized independence of naming speed 
and phonological awareness. Also, speed-sensitive and attention-demanding 
reading competencies did not differ substantially in their associations with RAN 
task performance. It the light of these findings (including strong RAN associations 
with reading composite measures), it appears reasonable to suggest that the 
RAN task performance is based on, so to speak, “pre-reading” skills that combine 
automatic and controlled cognitive processes necessarily involved in successful 
reading activities of all types.
In concluding remarks, despite some reservations expressed in previous 
meta-analyses, the RAN task connection to reading should not be considered 
inferior to that of other correlates/predictors. RAN still deserves special attention 
as an assessment tool for research on literacy acquisition across age groups, 
especially when learners (for whatever reasons) may be less responsive to regular 
instruction in reading.
Better understanding of the cognitive mechanisms underlying RAN task 
performance in its association with reading has a high potential for informing 
researchers and educational practitioners of possible reasons for reading problems 
and, thus, for guiding them to design more effective literacy interventions. Reading 
for comprehension, vocabulary enrichment, fluency in complex pattern recognition, 
even second language learning may benefit from the understanding of the role 
played by both automaticity and attention in naming speed and reading. Some 
special tools and practices directed toward achieving a better management of 
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attentional resources may be developed and used in early literacy education to 
complement reading training oriented toward achieving higher fluency to better 
the overall reading competency of learners.
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